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ABSTRACT 

The new experimental values of hyperon magnetic moments are compared with sum rules 
predicted from general quark models. Three difficulties are encountered which are not easily explained 
by simple models. The isovector contributions of nonstrange quarks to hyperon moments are smaller 
than the corresponding contribution to nucleon moments, indicating either appreciable configuration 
mixing present in hyperon wave functions and absent in nucleons or an additional isovector contribution 
beyond that of valence quarks; e.g. from a pion cloud. The large magnitude of the S~ moment may 
indicate that the strange quark contribution to the B moments is considerably larger than the value p(A) 
predicted by simple models which have otherwise been very successful. The set of controversial values 
from different experiments of the £~ moment include a value very close to —(1/2)^(E+) which would 
indicate that strange quarks do not contribute at all to the £ moments. 



The values predicted by the simple bioken-SU(3) model for magnetic moments of baryonB, [1] 
using the quark mass values obtained from hadron masses[2] are in rough agreement with experiment. 
But recent more precise measurements of these moments [3,4,5] have revealed discrepancies at the 
15% level which are unexplained. Some insight into the nature of these discrepancies can be seen by 
examining various relations and sum rules and noting the underlying assumptions and the comparison 
with experiment. 

We first consider the Coleman-Glashow formula for the magnetic moments, 

MJT) - MS + ) = ri») - rip) + MS") - riS°) (la) 

Since the neutron and proton moments are measured very precisely, it is convenient to rewrite this 
relation 

rij>) -1>{*) = i-70n.m. = ME+) - ri^~) + ri^') ~ ri*°) («) 

Until recently it was not possible to check this relation because of large errors on the hyperon 
moments. The values of the moments quoted in Perkins' 1982 Particle Physics book [6J give 3.1 ± 0.8 
for the right hand side of eq. (lb) which is not in significant disagreement with the predicted value 4.7. 
More recent results disagree with the prediction (lb). Although there is still some controversy between 
values of moments obtained from different experiments, all give values for (lb) like 3.7 ± 0.2, 3.9 ± 0.2 
or 4.08 ± 0.06 in significant disagreement with 4.7. Table 1 lists three sets of values for the experimental 
data and the values obtained from them for the right hand side of eq.(lb) and of other quantities defined 
below. 

A very similar-looking but different sum rule for the baryon moments has been obtained by 
Sachs [7j. 

rip) + M«) = 2-»4n.m. = (i(S+) - MS"") - M * - ) + ri^l (2) 

The experimental test of this sum rule is still open to question. The first two sets of data give 2.72 ± 0.2 
and 2.78 ± 0.18 which are in good agreement with the predicted value of 2.64. But the third set of data 
gives 2.04 ± 0.06 which is in strong disagreement. These values are also listed in Table 1. 

The two relations (lb) and (2) and their experimental values listed in Table I characterise the 
dilemma of present analyses of baryon magnetic moments. The disagreement with experiment of the 
Coleman-Glashow sum rule places strong restrictions on any modification of the simple model, because 
it can be derived on very general grounds. If, however, the Sachs sum rule agrees with experiment, the 
underlying mechanism responsible for the disagreement with simple broken-SEf(3) must violate some 
assumption needed to derive the Coleman-Glashow sum rule without violating any assumption needed 
to derive the Sachs sum rule. This provides crucial information for model builders. But if the new 
data are correct and the Sachs sum rule is also in disagreement with experiment, this whole discussion 
becomes superfluous rather than crucial. At this stage, it is of interest for theorists to try to understand 
the difference between the assumptions needed for each sum rule, while experimentalists should try to 
pin down the test of the Sachs sum rule. 

The three sets of data used are the accepted data in the fall of 1981,[2,8,9] and world averages 
taken around the summer of 1982, [10] both without and including the new preliminary experimental 
data with greatly reduced errors presented at the 1982 Brookhaven Symposium on High Energy Spin 
PhyBicB [3,4,5] The main difference between the three sets of data is the disagreement over the value 
of the XT moment which varies hetween -0.89 n.m. [10J in the 1981 value and -1.17 n.m. [4,5] in the 
new data at Brookhaven. These new values from Brookhaven give serious disagreement not only with 
the Sachs sum rule, but also with other relations discusBed below. It is therefore of very great interest 
to resolve the controversy over the value of the S~ moment. 
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The right hand sides of both sum rules (lb) and (2) depend only on the itovector contributions 
to hyperon magnetic moments. They are therefore not affected by the usual SU(3) symmetry breaking 
mechanism; namely the change in the magnetic moment of the strange quark due to its larger mass. The 
contributions from the strange quarks cancel out completely if iiospin is a good symmetry, because the 
strange quark contribution must be the same to all members of an isospin multiplet. Thus there is no 
contribution from strange quarks, and the relations (1) depend only on the difference between the u and 
d contributions to moments of hyperons in the same isospin multiplet. Since the u and d charges have 
opposite sign, this difference is actually the sum of the absolute magnitudes of the u and d contributions. 

The left hand side of the Coleman-Glashow relation (lb) depends only on the isovector con
tributions to the nucleon moments. Thus this relation is unaffected by the presence of any anomalous 
isoscalar component in the magnetic moments of the nonstrange quarks which has been proposed in 
some models [2] and which destroys the proportionality between their moments and their charges. The 
Sachs sum rule (2) doeB assume this proportionality; i.e, it assumes the conventional relation between 
the isovector and isoscalar contributions from the nonstrange quark moments, 

where /if denotes the magnetic moment of a quark of flavor / . The possibility of a violatton of this 
relation is conveniently expressed by defining the quantity 

.--{.+£) m 
where e is assumed to be zero in the conventional models and in the derivation of the Sachs sum rule. 

Both sum rules follow from the assumption that the contribution of the two u quarks in the 
proton to the proton moment is the same as that of the two u quarks in the E + to the E + moment, 
and similarly for the two d quarks in the neutron and E~, the u quark in the neutron and 3°, and 
the d quark in the proton and B~. But the Coleman-Glashow relation (lb) depends on the turn of the 
absolute magnitudes of the isovector contributions from nonstrange quarks in the E and B°, while the 
Sachs sum rule (2) depends upon the difference between these contributions. 

The sign of the disagreement with experiment of the Coleman-Glashow sum rule (lb) indicates 
that the magnitudes of the jsovector contributions from nonstrange quark moments in the £ and E 
hyperons are smaller than the corresponding contributions to the nucleon moments. Indications of such 
a "quenching" of the nonstrange contributions to the hyperon moments have been noted in previous 
analyses of the data [11]. To explain this difference between the isovector contributions in hyperons 
and nucleons it is necessary either to assume a configuration mixing or other quenching mechanism on 
nonstrange quarks which affects hjperonj more than nucleons, or an additional isovector contribution 
which doeB not come from the valence quarks; e.g. a sea of quark-antiquark pairs or a pion cloud. If 
the Sachs sum rule agrees with experiment, as indicated by the earlier data, this quenching should not 
affect the difference between the magnitudes of the nonstrange contributions to the E and B moments. 

The problem facing theorists is how to explain such discrepancies without destroying the 
excellent agreement for the predictions of the nucleon and A moments from hadron masses and no 
free parameters [2]. Most attempts to introduce new effects to 'fine tune* the magnetic moments tend 
to degenerate into fitting the magnetic moment data with free parameters having no obvious physical 
meaning and no connection with any other properties of hadrons. A highly significant feature of the 
simple model is this connection with other aspects of hadron spectroscopy. This includes the fit to the 
data using quark masses determined completely from hadron masses and the use of the same quark 
magnetic moments to describe radiative decays of vector mesons au magnetic dipole transitions. All this 
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is completely lost if the quark mass is left as a free parameter and the data is fit with values of the 
quark mass which have no relation to other data. 

The nonstrange moments in the hyperons could be quenched without affecting the good predic
tions of the nucleon and A moments by introducing configuration mixing only in the S and H baryo&B. 
Such mixing could explain the disagreement with the Coleman-Glashow sum rule, and have only a small 
effect on the Sachs sum rule which has been shown to be insensitive to configuration mixing [7]. This 
point iB idscuBsed further below in eq. (5c). 

Mixing with an SU(3) D-wave decuplet, by analogy with the d-wave admixture in the deuteron, 
has been suggested to fix discrepancies in other properties of the the E and B wave functions without 
harming the good results for the nucleon and A, [12] Such decuplet mixing is forbidden by isospin 
invariance for the nucleon and A but allowed for the E and B. However, this approach has not led to 
useful results. The states in the decuplet with L = 2; S = 3/2 which would be admixed by a tensor 
force into the hyperon wave functions turn out to have zero magnetic moment. This is shown below 
in eq. (5d). Thus such admixtures simply reduce the magnitudes of all magnetic moments by a factor 
(1 — z2) where x is the amplitude for the admixed decuplet wave function. This would appear as a 
quenching of both the strange and nonstrange quark contributions to the hyperon moments by the same 
factor, which is in disagreement with experiment. 

We now examine the present data further to look for additional clues. In any three-quark model 
with arbitrary configuration mixing the magnetic moment of a baryon with two quarks of flavor a and 
one quark of flavor 6 is given by 

(i(Baol) = (%?•-/»• + qt9bJ,b) (4a) 

where qa and qb are the electric charges of quarks of flavors a and 6 respectively, Ja and Jb are the total 
angular momenta of the two quarks of flavor a and the quark of flavor 6 respectively, and g„ and gb are 
positive constants depending upon the wave function of the baryon. 

For the conventional s-wave SU[&) wave functions, 

gf = 2Mp/mf (46) 

where Mp is the mass of the proton and m.f is the mass of a quark of flavor f. 

A more precise relation is 

MW^i,) = {(q.lm«){L,* + 25 , . } + (qk/mt){L,b + 2S.b})Mp 

= ((^/m„){2J„ - L „ } + (qb/mb){2J,b - L,b})Mp (5a) 

where La and Lb are the total orbital angular momenta and Sa and Sb are the total spin angular momenta 
of the two quarks of Savor a and the quark of flavor 4 respectively. This can be rewritten 

MBoai) = { ( 4 / 3 ) ( « . / T B . ) - (l/3)(o6/m4)}(2/„ - L,a + 2J,b - L,b)Mp + 

+(l/3){(<ft/mi) - (g./TO„)}(2y„ - L „ + 8/ , i - il,b)Mp 

= {(4/3)(?„/ma) - (l /3)(,4 /m t)}{l - (L,)}MP + 

+(l/3){(W»>i) - (qJma)}{2Jla - Z,„ + iJ,b - iL,b)Mp (56) 

where we have noted that t „ + i , j = L, and 2/,„ + 2Jub = 2 J, = 1. 
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The second term in eq. (5b) vanishes for the s-state ware function used in the simple broken-
5(7(3) model. The second term also vanishes for the case when a=b; e.g. for a fictitious baryon denoted 
by Bf which has the same octet wave function and the same expectation values of La, Sa, lb and St 
as the other octet baryons, but whose constituent quarks all have the magnetic moment of a quark of 
flavor / . 

MBf) = (? / /« / ) ( ! -{L.))M, (5c) 

This value depends upon the details of the wave function only via the term (L«) which can be expected 
to be small for any reasonable configuration mixing. Thus relations which are expressed primarily in 
terms of these fictitious baryon moments Bf are expected to be less sensitive to configuration mixing 
effects. The Sachs sum rule (2) is seen to be expressible in this form. If it agrees with experiment as 
indicated by the older data, this -would suggest that the quenching of nonstrange moments in byperonfl 
indicated by the disagreement with experiment of the relation (lb) is a result of configuration mixing. 

The second term in eq. (5b) also vanishes for the case of a decuplet baryon wave function which 
is totally symmetric in the Savors of the three quarks, and the moment is given by eq. (5c) with (gv/m,,) 
replaced by the mean value for the three quarks, 

/i(Bio) = (1/3) X > M * ) ( 1 - (Lz))Mp (5d) 
1 

For the decuplet with L = 2;S = 3/2 which would be mixed into the hyperon wave functions by a 
tensor force, (L,J = 1 and the moment (5d) vanishes. 

The Coleman-Glashow formula can also be written 

/i(£+) - M + /»(B-) = n(B.) = MIT) - M») + MB0) (8a) 

If the A moment is entirely due to the strange quark, as is commonly assumed, then 

MB.) = MA) (66) 

and 

M E + ) - MP) + MB") = -0.61n.rn. = MS") - /»(») + MB") (Ac) 

The experimental disagreement of the relation (lb) now appears on both sides of the relation 
(6c) as shown in Table 1. One set of data gives -1.2 ± 0.14 for the left hand side and -0.23 ± 0.14 for 
the right hand side instead of -0.61. The other sets of data gives -1.15 ± 0.14 and —1.15 ± 0.05 for 
the left hand side and -0.35 ± 0.12and -0.51 ± 0.03 for the right hand side. Quenching the nucleon 
moments on both sideB of eqs. (6) would bring both closer to the value -0.61 as well as to one another, 
but quantitative conclusions are difficult because of the experimental error and the discrepancy between 
the two sets of data. 

Further insight can be obtained by examining sum rules dominated by the isoscalar contribu
tions. An additional sum rule relates the isoscalar component of the nucleon moment to hyperon mo
ments, 

*M + Mnl - 0 88- m - MS+ ) 8 ~ MS")2 + MB")2 - MB°)2 » , , 
MP) + An) - 0 . 88™ M E + ) _ M S - ) + M ( H - ) - M H » ) ( 7 O ) 
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This can be rewritten 

ws+) _ m±mr _ ws-) - m±nM}>+ 

^ r ) - ^ r - W B » ) - ^ } S = 0 (76) 

Combining eqs. (lb) and (7a) gives 

Hip) - u(n) _ . , , _ M2+) - /4(S-) + 4B-) - MS")}2 ,7pl 

U (P) + M « ) * ^ E + ) 2 - , i ( s - f + / i ( B - ) 2 _ ^ a « ) 2 ^ 

These sum rules follow from the assumption that the baryon magnetic moments are given by eq. (5a) 
and that the expectation values of £ „ , Sta, L,t and S,j are the same for all baryons, but with no further 
assumptions. 

The experimental situation here is unclear. Different sets of experimental data give 0.36 ±0.64, 
-0.11±0.61 and0.60±'?.!8foreq. (7b), corresponding respectively to the values 0.98±0.17, 0.85±0.16 
and 0.73±0.O4 for the right hand side of eq. (7a) instead of 0.88. The first two sets of data show agreement 
with a discrepancy of less than one standard deviation. The third set of data is in disagreement by over 
two standard deviations and in the same direction as the isovector sum rule; namely that the nonstrange 
quark contribution to the hyperon moments is smaller than to the nucleon moments. It is of interest 
to clarify whether the enhancement of nonstrange quark contributions to the nucleon relative to the 
hyperons is purely isovector or whether the isoscalar contributions show the same effect. 

The relation (7c) involves the ratio of the isovector and isoscalar nucleon moments and would 
be insensitive to quenching effects of nonstrange quarks if the quenching is the same for u and d quarks. 
The experimental data give 4.6 ± 0.6, 3.8 ± 0.7 and 5.5 ± 0.2. This reasonable agreement supports the 
suggestion that nonstrange quenching in hyperons is the source of the disagreement in the relation (lb). 

There are additional sum rules dominated by the strange quark contributions. A sum rule for 
the isoscalar contribution to the magnetic moments is obtained from the above assumption regarding 
the contributions of nonstrange quarks to the baryon moments; namely the equality of the contributions 
of the two u quarks in the proton and £ + , the two i quarks in the neutron and T,~, the u quark in the 
neutron and E°, and the d quark in the proton and B - . 

MP) + /*(») = 0.88n.m. = p(£+) + jufS-) + /M(3T) + n(B°) - 2/i{B.) (8u) 

These sum rules also follow from the assumption that the baryon magnetic moments are given by eq. 
(5a) and that the expectation values of Lxa, 5 „ , L,b and S,t are the same for all baryons, but with no 
further assumptions. 

If the A moment is entirely due to the strange quark, eq.(Bb) holds and 

nip) + fin) = 0.88».m. = /;(£+) + u(E~) + M(B~) + ii[B°) - 2ji(A) (8*) 

The experimental test of this sum rule is open to question. The first two sets of data give 
0.66 ± 0.2 and 0.66 ± 0.18 for the right hand side of eq. (8b) which is not in disagreement with 0.88, the 
new data with the value of the S~ moment as -1.17 n.m. give 0.44 ±0.06, which is within two standard 
deviations from the other data, but is in strong disagreement with 0,88. 
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An alternative sum rule with essentially the same physical content eliminates the nucleon 
contributions but makes the additional assumption (3a) that the u and d contributions are in the ratio 
—2 of the quark charges. The nonstrange quark contributions can then be eliminated by taking the 
following linear combinations to give 

MS+ ) + 2MS") + 2/1(8") + /i(a°) = 3/i(B.) (9a) 

The assumption (6b) then gives 

!t{E+) + 2p(E~) + 2/*(S-) + MB") = 3/.(A) = -1 .8 (96) 

Here again the first two sets of data give —2.2 ±0.3 which and — 2.3 ±0.3 which are within two standard 
deviations of —1.8, but the new data give —2.6 ±0.11 which is in strong disagreement, and is consistent 
with the disagreement for the sum rule (8). 

Another sum rule relating the strange quark moment in the E and S hyperons to the A moment 
is obtained from the assumption (6b) by noting that 

POT) + /.(B-) = n(B.) + p(Bd) = {1 + j g J M A ) (9c) 

The fictitious baryons Bf are of particular interest because their magnetic moments are much Less 
sensitive to small configuration mixing effects than baryons containing two different types of consitutents 
with different values of quark moments, as shown by eq. (Sc). 

The left hand side is -1.64 ± 0.15 and -1.70 ± 0.152 with the first two sets of data and 
-1.86 ± 0.05 with the new data. Using the experimental value of /j(A) to calculate {p(Bd)lit{B,)} gives 
{li(Bd)/fi{B,)} = 1.7 ± 0.25 and 1.8 ± 0.2 with the first two sets of data. This is within two standard 
deviations of reasonable values. The standard broken SU(6) fit to p(A) uses {/i(Bj)/V(B,)} = 1.5. This 
could be reduced by a quenching factor, but not below the value 1.2 which is two standard deviations 
from the prediction. But the new data requires {n(Bd)//i{B.)} = 2.05 ± 0.08 which seems highly 
unreasonable. 

Another aspect of this same dilemma is seen in the magnetic moments of the two negative 
hyperons, which are composed of three quarks all having charge -1/3. These differ from p{B,) only 
because of the difference between the contributions of the d quarks and those of fictitious « quarks 
having the same wave funtion. We can use isospin to compute this difference to obtain 

^ . ) = « ( s - ) + f « s + ) - K r ) } (loo) 

ji(B.) = MB -) + «/*(B0) - MS")} (106) 

where 

and c is defined by eq. (3b). The parameter ( — 1/9 with e = 0 and the standard 5(7(3) breaking ratio 
of 0«Ml) = (md/m.) = 2/3. 

Experimentally, eq. (10a) gives n(B.) = -0.89 + 3.22£, -1.01 + 3.34£ and -1.17 + 3.5f with 
the three sets of data. This gives -O.B3±0.14, -0.B4±0.12 and -0.78±0.04 respectively with ( — 1/9. 
Here again the new data suggest that n(B,} is considerably larger in magnitude that /i(A) whereas the 
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old data did not show a significant discrepancy. Eq. (10b) gives p{B.) = -0.7 - 0.55£ with the old 
data and -0,75 - 0.5£ with the new data. This gives -0.76 ± 0.06 and -0.81 ± 0.04 respectively with 
£ = 1/9. 

These discrepancies cannot be patched up by adjusting the value of f. The terms proportional 
to £ have opposite signs in eqs. (10a) and (10b). Thus changing the value of ( from 1/9 to obtain 
better agreement in one case would make the disagreement worse for the other. The basic fact that the 
terms independent of £ in both (10a) and (10b) are larger in magnitude than /i(A) and that the terms 
proportional to £ have opposite signs in the two cases force one of the relations to give a value which is 
larger than Ji(A). 

If this disagreement holds up, it suggests that the contributions of the strange quarks to the 
magnetic moments of the E and/or B hyperons is significantly larger in magnitude than /i(A). Note 
that the value —2.5 ± 0.13 for 3ft(B.) from eq.(9b) is almost within two standard deviations of the "alue 
/t(p) predicted by the standard 517(6) model with no symmetry breaking, and similarly for the jalue 
-1.84 ± 0.0ft for {li{Bi)/n(B,)} which is very close to the unbroken standard model prediction of /i(n). 

On the other hand, the value of the E - moment as -1.17 n.m. together with the value of the 
E+ moment as +2.33 n.m. gives 

(l/3)fr«(E+) + 2/J(B -)} = 0.00 ± 0.02 (11) 

But this is just the contribution of the strange quark to the magnetic moments of the E under the 
assumption that the contributions of the u and d quarks to magnetic moments of baryons in the same 
isospin multiplet are in the ratio —2 of the quark charges. That the strange quark contribution to the £ 
moments should be practically zero is very peculiar. If this relation is confirmed by the data, it indicates 
one of the three following effects : 1) a very peculiar configuration mixing only in the E hyperons; 2) an 
additional isoscalar contribution like that from setting £ in eq. (10b) different from zero which is equal 
and opposite to the strange quark contribution; 3) an additional isovector contribution like that from a 
pion cloud [13,14] which is three times as large as the strange quark contribution and opposite in sign. 
None of these possibilities seems very likely. It is therefore important to pin down the value of the S~ 
moment. 

We now note some general features of the systematica of the signs of the magnetic moments 
and the signs of the discrepancies between predictions of simple models and experiment. 

These features lead to very general conclusions required in almost any model which tits the 
signs of the observed moments. In any baryon containing two quarks of Savor a and one quark of flavor 
b: 

A. The sign of the contribution of the two quarks of the same flavor to the baryon magnetic 
moment is always the same as the the sign of the electric charge of the quarks. This regularity is 
predicted by the simple s-wave broken-S(7(3) model. We now show that it is required in any model 
which fits the data. 

The signs of the baryon magnetic moments are experimentally found to be always the same 
as the sign of the charge of the two identical quarks; i.e. positive for the proton and E+ and negative 
for the others. This can only occur if the sign of the moment is determined by the first term on the 
right hand side of eq. (4a), The u and d quarks have opposite signu of charges, and the contributions of 
the nonstrange quarks must have opposite signs in the two members of each isospin mirror pairs (p, n) 
(E+,E~), and (B°,B_), while the strange quark contributions must be the same in any pair. The first 
term on the right hand side of eq. (4a) thus has the opposite sign ill the £~ and E+ while the sign of 
the second term is unchanged. Since the sign of the total moment changes sign, it must be determined 
by the sign of the first term. A similar argument holds for the H~ and S" moments where the second 
term changes sign but the first term and the observed total moments do not change sign. Since g/ is 
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positive, this implies that ( / „ ) is positive in eq. (4a); i.e. that the angular momentum of the two quarks 
of the same flavor is always parallel to the total angular momentum. 

B. The sign of the contribution of the odd quark to the baryon magnetic moment is always 
opposite to the the sign of the electric charge of the quark. This prediction of the simple s-wave broken-
SU{3) model can also be shown below to hold in almost any model with arbitrary configuration mixing 
which fits the signs of the observed moments. 

Consider the B moments. From eq. (4a) 

n(B°)-v(B-) = {{q»-<ld)gbJ,t) (12a) 

Since Qh and (qu ~ Qd) are positive and the experimental value of the left hand side of eq. (12) is negative, 

(/»»> < 0 (126) 

Thus although it is possible by peculiar configuration mixing to have both / „ and Jt to be parallel 
rather than antiparalle] as in the simple s-wave model, such a wave function gives the wrong sign for 
/t(E°) — p(E~) and is therefore excluded. The angular momentum of the odd quark of flavor 6 must be 
antiparallel to the total angular momentum of the baryon and the ;<ign of the contribution of the odd 
quark is always opposite to its charge. 

C. The contribution of a given quark to a given baryon moment has the tame sign as the 
baryon moment, except for the strange quark in the E - and the nonstrange quark in the B - , where the 
sign is opposite. This follows directly from A and B above. 

These sign systematica leads to the following conclusions. 

1. Any constituent quark model which starts with the simple broken-S£f(3) model and fits 
the experimental moments by changing the magnitude of the contribution of a given quark to a given 
baryon must change the absolute magnitude of the baryon magnetic moment in the same direction 
except for the strange quark in the E _ and the nonstrange quark in the B _ , where the effect is opposite. 
Thus modifying the simple model by quenching the nonstrange contributions in hyperons decreases the 
magnitude of all moments except the E~, which is increased. 

2. The experimentally observed deviations from the predictions of the simple broken-SI7(3) 
model are always in the direction cf decreasing the absolute magnitude of the moment, except for the 
H~, where the experimental moment is larger in magnitude than the prediction. This is exactly the 
systematica predicted by models which "quench" the contributions of the nonstrange quarks. 

3. The E~ and 8~ moments can be compared with the B, moment by noting that the B. 
wave function can be obtained from either the E~ or B - wave function by changing the d-quarks in 
these hyperons into s-quarks. Since changing a d-quark into an a-quark decreases the magnitude of its 
contribution to the baryon moment, the rule 1. above gives: 

H(B.) - " yi(fl.) 

if we assume eq. (6b) 

/i(A) /i(A) 

The right hand inequality is violated by the experimental data, but only barely at the two standard 
deviation level. This apain suggests that eq.(6b) is not valid and that fi{B,) is larger in magnitude that 
/i(A), as indicated by eqs. (10). 
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We summarize by drawing the following conclusions: 

1. The experimental confusion about the value of the E~ moment is Berious. If the value of 
-1.17 n.m. is confirmed and eq. (11) is valid, then the strange quark contribution to the S momenta is 
essentially zero, which is very peculiar. 

2. The disagreements with the relations (lb) and (8) suggest that the noustrange quark con
tributions to nucieon moments are greater than their corresponding contributions to hyperon moments; 
i.e. tbat there scemB to be some enhancement in the nucieon or quenching in the hyperons. 

3. The agreement with the relation (7c) suggests that the ratio of isoscalar to isovector 
nonstrange contributions is the same in the hyperons as in the nucieon, even though the absolute 
magnitudes are different. 

4. If the SachB sum rule (2) agrees with experiment, the quenching of the nonstrange contribu
tions to the I! and B hyperons must not affect the difference between the magnitudes of the two isovector 
contributions. 

5. There are disturbing indications, particularly from the value of the H - moment and the 
relations (8), (9), (10) and (13), that eq. (6b) does not hold and that the strange quark moments in the 
X and B are larger in magnitude than the A moment. This suggestion that the A moment may have 
contributions from the nonstrange quarks destroys the beautiful predictions of /i(A) from the nucieon 
moments and hadron masses [2]. 
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TABLE 1. Experimental Values of Baryon Magnetic Moments 

and Tests of Sum Rules 

Baryon 

ftp) 
* • ) 
MA) 

MS+) 
MS") 
MB") 
Ms-) 

RHS[U) 
iU?S(2) 
LHS{6e) 
RBS(6c) 
RSS{7a) 
LHS{7b) 
RHS{7c) 
RRS[8b) 
LBS{9b) 
LSS(9e) 

RHS(10a) 
RHS(Wb) 
LHS(1\) 

miValue 
Rtft\2,&\ 

2.793 ±0.000 
-1.813 ±0.000 
-0.H13± 0.005 

2.33 ±0.13 
-0.89 ± 0.14 
-1.26 ± 0.014 
-0.75 ±0.06 

TeeU 
3.7 ± 0.2 
2.72 ± 0.2 

-1.21 ±0.14 
-0.23 ± 0.14 
0.98 ± 0.17 
0.36 ± 0.64 
3.81 ± 0.67 
0.66 ± 0.20 
-2 .2 ± 0.3 

-1.B4 ± 0.15 
-0.53 ± 0.14 
-0.81 ± 0.08 
0.17 ± 0.10 

WorldAvcragc 
Ref»[3,10] 

2.793 ±0.000 
-1.913 ±0.000 
-0.613 ±0.005 

2.33 ±0.13 
-1.01 ±0.12 

-1.25 ± 0.014 
-0.0.69 ±0.04 

of 
3.9 ± 0.2 

2.78 ± 0.18 
-1.15 ±0.14 
-0.35 ± 0.12 
0.85 ± 0.16 

-0.11 ±0.61 
4.58 ± 0.80 
0.60 ± 0.18 
-2 .3 ± 0.3 

-1.70 ±0.12 
-0.84 ± 0.12 
-0.75 ±0.04 
0.10 ± 0.10 

Brookhavml982 Predicted 
Ref»[3,i] 

2.793 ±0.000 * 
-1.913 ± 0.000 * 
-0.613 ±0.005 * 

2.33 ±0.03 * 
-1.17 ±0.005 * 
-1.25 ±0.014 * 
-0.69 ±0.04 * 

Sum Rules 
4.06 ±0.06 4.7 
2.94 ±0.05 2.64 

-1.15 ±0.05 -0.61 
-0.51 ± 0.03 -0.61 
0.73 ± 0.04 0.88 

-0.59 ± 0.18 0 
5.54 ± 0.20 5.34 
0.44 ± 0.06 0.88 
-2.61 ±0.1 -1 .8 
-1.86 ±0.05 eal .5 
-0.78 ±0.03 -0.61 
-0.75 ± 0.04 -0.61 
0.00 ± 0.02 
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